
4. Switch to the interface of the center of gravity

weight

CG

0
0

0

Total Weight 0gCaution: Check that the plane is leveled!
(Unit : mm)

1. Connecting the modules

2. Click to tare

3. Place the model airplane on the weighing modules and make sure its wheels are located
in the middle.

Center of Gravity Adjustment
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1. SKYRC CG Gauge

Congratulations on the purchase of the SkyRC CG Gauge! 

SkyRC CG Gauge consists of three weighing modules, which are wirelessly controlled through 

Bluetooth. It measures the model airplane's weight and center of gravity with a maximum load of 20kg. 

Download the RC Gears app to get started to measure the real-time measuring data.

1. Please enable Bluetooth on your smartphone and open
the app. Long press the switch to turn on the modules.

3. Assign the modules to Nose/tail, Main-left wheel, Main-right wheel. The corresponding
module flashes in blue when you are setting it in the app.

2. Search to connect the
modules to the app.

RC GearsCG Gauge  *3pcs

LED Indicator Switch

Charging Port

Connecting

What is inside the box

Introduction

Weight CG

Angle Throw

GNSS Performance Analyzer

GSM020

Corner Weight System

SCWS2000

Center of Gravity Gauge

CGG-020 & SAM-020

RC Gears
Unassigned Scale

Unassigned Scale

Unassigned Scale

Unassigned Scale

Unassigned Scale

Unassigned Scale

进入

Unassigned Scale

未分配位置

未分配位置

进入

Position Nose/tail wheel

Nose/tail wheel

Main-left wheel Main-right wheel

* Long press the switch 
to turn on

* The module flashes in blue

Model 1Name

Center of Gravity Gauge Searching.... CG-meter

CG-meter CG-meter
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1. Connecting the modules

2. Click to tare

2. Place the model airplane on the weighing modules and
make sure its wheels are located in the middle.

4. Read the measuring data

Weighing

Nose/tail wheel

Total Weight

Main-right wheelMain-left wheel

Nose/tail wheel

Total Weight

Main-right wheelMain-left wheel

ZERO

Model 1 Taildragger WeightName Model 1 Taildragger WeightName

Back OK

ZERO

Model 1 Taildragger WeightName Model 1 Taildragger CG CG parameter settingName

ZERO

* Please scan the QR code 
to download the RC Gears app 
from  App Store or Google Play!

Nose/tail wheel

Main-right wheelMain-left wheel

Main-left wheel



0
0

0

Total Weight:Caution: Check that the plane is leveled!
(Unit : mm)

3.     SKYRC CG Gauge

5. Manually measure the distance from the front wheel to the rear wheel, the 
    center of gravity to the rear wheel, and the counterweight to the rear wheel.

6. Enter the above-required value

Front wheel Rear wheel

Center of gravity

Counterweight

a

c

b

Wheelbase

Distance between CG and Main Wheel centerline

Distance form Mains to Weight Placement Point

Correction Point Nose Tail

Model 1 Taildragger CG CG parameter settingName

a —— 

b —— 

c —— 

645

130

1200
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7. Read the measuring data：
On the nose or tail, there will be arrows indicating to increase or reduce weight.  For example, on the 

nose, there is a solid arrow indicating to add 200g, which means that the model aircraft needs 200g 

weight to add at the nose to meet the requirements of the center of gravity.

8. As per the measuring results, add or lose the 
    weight at the counterweight respectively!

1200

645
130

1200

645
130

Lose weight at the counterweight position Add weight at the counterweight position

1200

645
130
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Working Voltage: 3.4-4.2V

Working Current: <15mA

Interface: Type C

Input Voltage: 5V

Input Current: 200-300mA

Low-voltage Protection: 

      <3.4V (Flashes Red)

Load: max. 20kg/module

Accuracy: ±3g (Measuring)

Accuracy: 1g/0.01oz (Display)

Working Temperature: 0OC-40OC

Working Humidity: 

      5%-90% (No Condensation)

Storage Temperature: -10OC-50OC

Storage Humidity: 

      1%-75% (No Condensation)

Size: D66*33mm

Weight: ≈160g

We guarantee this product to be free of manufacturing and assembly defects for a period of one year from the time 
of purchase. The warranty only applies to material or operational defects, which are present at the time of 
purchase. During that period, we will repair or replace free of service charge for products deemed defective due 
to those causes.  This warranty is not valid for any damage or subsequent damage arising as a result of misuse, 
modification or as a result of failure to observe the procedures outlined in this manual.
Note:

The warranty service is valid in China only.

If you need warranty service overseas, please contact your dealer in the first instance, who is responsible for

processing guarantee claims overseas. Due to high shipping cost, complicated custom clearance procedures to

send back to China. Please understand SkyRC can't provide warranty service to overseas end user directly.

If you have any questions which are not mentioned in the manual, please feel free to send email to info@skyrc.com

Constant Blue

Flashing Blue

App is connected and working

Standby, waiting to be connected

Flashing Red Charging

Wheelbase

Distance between CG and 
Main Wheel centerline

Distance form Mains to 
Weight Placement Point

Lose XX g add XX g
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